A resorbable antibiotic eluting bone void filler for periprosthetic joint infection prevention
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Abstract: Periprosthetic joint infection (PJI) following total knee arthroplasty is a globally increasing procedural complication. These infections are difficult to treat and typically require revision surgery. Antibiotic-loaded bone cement is frequently utilized to deliver antibiotics to the site of infection; however, bone cement is a nondegrading foreign body and known to leach its antibiotic load, after an initial burst release, at subtherapeutic concentrations for months. This work characterized a resorbable, antibiotic-eluting bone void filler designed to restore bone volume and prevent PJI. Three device formulations were fabricated, consisting of different combinations of synthetic inorganic bone graft material, degradable polymer matrices, salt porogens, and antibiotic tobramycin. These formulations were examined to determine the antibiotic’s elution kinetics and bactericidal potential, the device’s degradation in vitro, as well as osteoconductivity and device resorption in vivo using a pilot rabbit bone implant model. Kirby-Bauer antibiotic susceptibility tests assessed bactericidal activity. Liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry measured antibiotic elution kinetics, and scanning electron microscopy was used to qualitatively assess degradation. Results indicated sustained antibiotic release from all three formulations above the Staphylococcus aureus minimum inhibitory concentration for a period of 5 to 8 weeks. Extensive degradation was observed with the Group 3 formulation after 90 days in phosphate-buffered saline, with a lesser degree of degradation observed in the other two formulations. Results from the pilot rabbit study showed the Group 3 device to be biocompatible, with minimal inflammatory response and no fibrous encapsulation in bone. The device was also highly osteoconductive—exhibiting an accelerated mineral apposition rate. © 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Biomed Mater Res Part B: Appl Biomater 00B: 000–000, 2015.
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INTRODUCTION
Periprosthetic joint infection (PJI) following total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is a growing concern in the United States; affecting approximately 2% of patients.1 It is estimated that PJI will affect 60,000 to 70,000 patients per year by the year 2020 at an annual cost exceeding 1.6 billion dollars.2 Despite antibiotic treatment of 6 weeks or more, many of these infections are not eradicated, leaving invasive surgical intervention and replacement arthroplasty as the most common interventions.3 In these cases a two-stage resection arthroplasty with hardware exchange is commonly performed. The prosthetic hardware is removed and the affected area is extensively debrided; following debridement, numerous voids are often left in the bone. These are commonly filled with nondegradable antibiotic-loaded bone cement (ALBC), a nondegradable poly(methyl methacrylate) polymer and foreign body that cannot release its antibiotic load very effectively.4,5 Even after this costly and lengthy process, infection recurs in approximately 15% of these patients.1

Clinical use of systemic antibiotics and ALBC has several shortcomings. First, PJI is difficult to treat due to limited antibiotic perfusion to the site of infection.6 This is further complicated by the formation of sequestra,7 which form when pieces of necrotic bone are separated from healthy, viable bone. Resident bacteria can also form biofilm, protected by dense polysaccharide matrices that shelter them from host immune responses and antimicrobial agents.8 Consequently, high concentrations of antibiotics, which produce myriad side effects attributable to toxicity, are required to treat PJI.9 Finally, ALBC lacks osteoconductivity, serves as a foreign body for bacterial adhesion,10 and can elute
antibiotic for long durations at subtherapeutic levels—often resulting in the development of antibiotic resistant pathogens.15

The multiple shortcomings of the current approaches have led to exploration of other treatment options for PJI. Biodegradable polymers such as poly(caprolactone) (PCL), poly(lactide) (PLA), and poly(glycolide) (PGA), poly(anhydrides), and polyurethanes have been studied as delivery vehicles for sustained, local release of antibiotics—directly to bone infection sites.11–14 PCL has been used for sustained release of tobramycin in rabbit models,15 and copolymers of PLA and PGA (PLGA) have been used in devices for sustained local delivery of gentamicin.16 Resorbable devices, comprised of combinations of polymers, osteoconductive materials, and antibiotic, represent a promising approach to treating PJI.

The primary goal of this study was to design, characterize, and assess the efficacy of a resorbable, antibiotic-eluting bone void filler (ABVF) composed of synthetic calcium phosphate coralline inorganic granular bone graft (ProOsteon® 500R), biodegradable polymers (PCL, PEG, and PLGA), porogens (CaCl2), and broad-spectrum antibiotic (tobramycin) for prevention of PJI (Table I). Specifically, the work described characterized the devices in vitro: bactericidal activity, antibiotic elution kinetics, and degradation; as well as a pilot in vivo assessment of the device’s osteoconductivity. It was hypothesized that these devices would elute the antibiotic, tobramycin, at or above the minimum inhibitory concentration of >2 mg/mL for a period of 6 to 8 weeks17 and would demonstrate bactericidal activity over the same, 6- to 8-week period of time in vitro. The second hypothesis was that these devices would exhibit significant signs of degradation in isotonic phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) within 90 days. Finally, we hypothesized that the resorbable, ABVF would demonstrate measurable osteoconductivity in vivo using a pilot rabbit radial window defect model. Currently, no implantable bone device is available for treating PJI that is both osteoconductive and capable of extended antibiotic delivery at therapeutic levels for 6 to 8 weeks.

**MATERIALS**

Poly(caprolactone) (PCL, 10,000 Da Mw, Sigma-Aldrich), polyethylene glycol (PEG, 20,000 Da, Sigma-Aldrich), ProOsteon® 500R calcium phosphate-hydroxyapatite coralline granules (150–425 μm diameter) (Biomet, Inc. Warsaw, IN), PLGA (50:50, 0.55–0.75 dL/g I.V., 31,300–57,600 Da, Lactel-Durect Corporation), calcium chloride solid granules (CaCl2, sieved to <250 μm; Sigma-Aldrich), and solid tobramycin (MP Biological) were all used as supplied.

**METHODS**

**Polymer physical properties and device fabrication**

**Polymer stability.** The physical properties of the polymers were analyzed using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to ensure the thermal stability of the polymers before device fabrication. Analysis was performed with a TA Instruments DSC Q200 (Newcastle, DE), using flat slices of polymer (~5 μg). The samples were placed individually into standard aluminum DSC pans, capped, crimped to seal, and placed into the Mettler ME 30 microbalance (Columbus, OH) to ascertain weight. Subsequently, samples were placed into a nitrogen-purged (flow rate of 40 mL/min) DSC individually. Temperature was ramped from −70°C (instrument cooling limit) to 200°C at a rate of 10°C/min for PCL and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and −70°C to 325°C at a rate of 10°C/min for PLGA to measure the changes in heat capacity. Upon completion of the cycle, samples were removed, quenched with liquid nitrogen, and run through a second heating cycle. Quenching was performed to remove thermal history, allow visualization of the exothermic peak associated with crystallization, and to obtain crystallization temperatures.

**Device fabrication.** Four different formulations (three test formulations and one control) of resorbable, ABVF devices were fabricated as previously described18 for evaluation of antibiotic release kinetics and bactericidal activity (Table I). Group 1 consisted of 135 mg of PCL, 15.0 mg of PEG, 350 mg of ProOsteon® 500R coralline granules, and 55 mg of powdered tobramycin. After materials were weighed, the PCL and PEG were melted and mixed at 80°C to uniformity. Once homogenized, ProOsteon® 500R coralline morselized and sieved to 150–425 μm18 was added to the molten mixture, mixed for uniformity, and then solid powdered tobramycin was incorporated into the molten matrix. The uniform polymer-ceramic composite was subsequently pressed into silicone molds (2 mm × 2 mm × 6 mm; Grace Bio-labs) and cooled to form solid blocks (that is, ABVF croutons) of uniform dimensions and densities.

Group 2 devices followed the same procedures as group 1; however, to increase the porosity of the combination device, 22.2 mg of CaCl2 (sieved to <250 μm; Sigma-Aldrich) was added to serve as a porogen. Calcium chloride
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was added to the blend after the ProOsteon® 500R solid was mixed in, but before addition of tobramycin.

Group 3 devices consisted of 42.8 mg of PCL, 21.4 mg of PEG, 85.5 mg of PLGA, 350 mg of ProOsteon® 500R, 22.2 mg of CaCl₂, and 55.0 mg tobramycin. PLGA was added to increase the rate of device resorption. PLGA was dissolved into 400 µL of acetone and mixed in an Eppendorf Thermomixer (Hamburg, Germany) at 1400 rpm and 37°C. The preparation was performed in the same manner as group 2 devices with the PLGA/acetone solution added after tobramycin and before packing the molten matrix into the silicone mold.

The group 4 formulation was prepared in the same manner as group 3; however, no tobramycin was included in these devices for use as experimental controls. Each device (groups 1–4) was then characterized by measuring the mass and dimensions (length, width, and height) of each device. Each batch yielded approximately 10 devices for each of the four intended implant formulations.

**Antibiotic elution kinetics.** Devices (n = 3/group) from groups 1 to 4 were placed into 5 mL of sterile 1× (isotonic) PBS and incubated at 37°C for 10 weeks under aseptic conditions. During this 10-week study, aliquots of 1 mL were removed at 4, 8, and 24 h on the first day and then weekly thereafter, for the remainder of the 10-week study. For each 1 mL aliquot removed, the sampling volume was replenished with 1 mL of fresh PBS. Every 24 h, the PBS was removed, checked for changes in pH, and replaced with 5 mL of fresh PBS to preserve sink conditions. All aliquots were removed and stored at −80°C before analysis. Liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS—Waters Xevo G2S Q-ToF) was used to analyze the samples to determine the tobramycin concentration according to methods described by Keevil et al.19

**Scanning electron microscopy.** The devices’ surface topography was ascertained qualitatively over the time course of buffer immersion using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). A previous in vivo study evaluating the group 1 device20 reported that this device did not degrade in situ. Furthermore, the glassy surface of the device provoked a foreign body response resulting in the fibrous encapsulation of the device. Therefore, SEM was employed to evaluate the effects of PBS hydrolysis on the polymeric surface over time for each design. Devices (n = 3/group) from each group (groups 1–4) were incubated in 5 mL of PBS at 37°C for durations of 0, 30, 60, and 90 days to model in vivo degradation. Following removal from the PBS at the designated time point, samples were allowed to air dry for 1 week and were then imaged to assess surface topography.

**In vitro microbiology**

The minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) and minimum bactericidal concentration (MBC) were determined for tobramycin with *Staphylococcus aureus* strain American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) 49230, human osteomyelitis clinical isolate,21 before experimentation for the purpose of understanding the concentrations necessary to inhibit bacterial growth. Tobramycin dilutions were prepared in cationic adjusted Mueller Hinton Broth (CAMHB) and added to a bacterial suspension containing 5 × 10⁶ colony forming units (CFU)/ml (as determined with a nephelometer according to McFarland standards) in CAMHB to achieve a final volume of 2 mL and final concentrations of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0, 12.0, 14.0, and 16.0 µg/mL of tobramycin.22

**Kirby-Bauer antibiotic susceptibility testing.** To determine bactericidal efficacy, a Kirby-Bauer zone of inhibition (ZOI) study was performed.23 Five samples from each formulation (1 sample per each 2.0 mL volume of sterile 1× PBS) were incubated at 37°C. After 24 h, the solution was replaced with 2 mL of fresh PBS. This exchange process was repeated at 48 h and then once per week for a period of 10 weeks. Aliquots of 500 µL were removed at each time point and placed in a laminar flow hood to dry. After 24 h, the solutions were transferred to a 96-well plate containing #1 Whatman filter article punched to disks with a 6-mm diameter. The plate was left in the laminar flow hood to dry and then each filter article disk was placed on an agar plate on which a *S. aureus* ATCC 49230 suspension (0.5 McFarland) had been spread using a sterile cotton swab to create a confluent bacterial lawn. Bacterial suspensions were prepared in sterile 1× PBS and measurements were taken using a BD Medical (Sandy, UT) nephelometer based on optical density. After 24 h the ZOI around the antibiotic-laden filter article disks were measured using digital calipers.

**Modified Kirby-Bauer antibiotic susceptibility study.** A modified Kirby-Bauer ZOI study was developed to compare antibiotic release from resorbable ABVF devices (groups 1–4). Devices were placed into 2 mL PBS in an incubator at 37°C. Devices were removed at 0, 24, and 48 h, then weekly thereafter for the duration of the 12-week study. Each device was embedded in the center of the plate in agar within petri dishes. Embedding was accomplished by creating an incision within the agar using a sterile scalpel. Devices were then placed within the incision using sterile forceps, to a depth of ~2 mm. A 0.5 McFarland suspension of *S. aureus* was prepared and spread across the agar to create a continuous bacterial lawn. Samples were incubated for 24 h, after which the ZOI was measured. Each experiment was performed in triplicate.

**Pilot in vivo osteoconductivity assessment**

**Study groups.** The experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at the University of Utah. Based upon a previous, statistically powered in vivo study that demonstrated fibrous encapsulation of the group 1 device,20 two rabbits were implanted with one sterile (STERRAD® sterilization; ETHICON, USA) group 3 device to test Hypothesis 3. The device was placed into a radial window defect created on the right forelimb, as described below. To obtain “Time 0” data, one group 3
device was implanted into the left radius of each rabbit at the time of necropsy.

**Surgical procedure.** Two (#102 and #103) skeletally mature male rabbits (4–5 months old, species New Zealand NZW rabbits, 4.5 kg ± 0.07 kg) were used in this study. All procedures were performed using aseptic surgical technique. A board-certified veterinarian administered anesthetics and the rabbits were maintained under isofluorane (0.5–5%). The right forelimb was shaved at the surgical site, scrubbed for 10 min using standard betadine/ alcohol scrub, and then prepped with Chloraprep (2% chlorhexidine gluconate/70% isopropanol). The cortical bone window defect (~6 mm × 2 mm × 2 mm) was created with a high-speed surgical drill with sterile saline cooling into the proximal medial diaphysis of the right radius. Bone marrow was removed by sterile saline lavage, the defect was filled with one sterilized group 3 device, and the fascia and skin were closed in layers over the cortical defect using 3.0 sutures. Once closed, the wound was cleaned with sterile saline and painted with betadine solution. The wound site was dressed with a non-stick Telfa pad and vet wrap.

**In vivo end points.** Following surgery and before the study’s 12-week end point, calcein green (Sigma-Aldrich) was administered intravenously both 16 and 5 days before necropsy to fluorescently label calcifying new bone. Following euthanasia, hard and soft tissue samples were collected to characterize the surgical site via microbiologic and histologic techniques.

**Implant micro-CT imaging.** All samples were scanned on a volumetric micro-CT scanner (General Electric EVS-RS9). The image data were acquired at 50 μm isotropic voxel resolution, two frames, 70 kV, 114 μA, t = 300 ms. The micro-CT generated image slices were combined into an image volume using the Teem (http://teem.sourceforge.net/) software package. All datasets were cropped and reoriented to capture the same region with similar orientation. Rotating, volume-rendered movies of each 3D dataset were generated using SCIRun (Scientific Computing and Imaging Institute, University of Utah, UT).

**Histomorphometric measurements.** The radius was fixed in 10% buffered formalin, dehydrated using ascending concentrations of ethanol, and embedded in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA).24 Embedded samples were cut into ~2 mm sections, the samples were then ground and polished for SEM and backscatter SEM (BSE). BSE images were analyzed for signs of bone resorption, bone remodeling, porosity, woven bone formation, and bone ingrowth into the porous coated region.25

Following BSE, the PMMA sections of the bone were ground to allow light transparency (that is, 50–70 μm thickness). Fluorescence microscopy and BIOQUANT image analysis (BIOQUANT Corporation, Nashville) software were used to quantify mineral apposition rate (MAR) at various depths of the bone along the implant margins.24 Histomorphometric analysis evaluated each sample for percent double-labeled surface (%dLs), percent single-labeled surface (%sLs), percent mineralizing surface (%MS), MAR (microns/day), and new bone area (NBA) (Table II).

Finally, histological sections were evaluated with Sanderson’s Rapid bone stain. This provided qualitative data for different cells present at the implant/bone interface, i.e. the presence of osteoclasts, osteoblasts, immune cells, fibrous tissue formation, infection, and overall tissue morphology.26 Implant host response was evaluated based upon the presence and quality of bone, fibrous tissue, and inflammatory cells throughout the bone-implant interface.

**Statistical analysis.** The mean and variance (standard error of the mean (SE)) for experimental populations were determined in order to demonstrate reproducibility in the results. Unpaired t-tests were used to determine statistical significance between experimental and control groups for elution kinetics, Kirby-Bauer, and modified Kirby-Bauer studies. Significance was deemed for p values <0.05. The in vivo animal study data were evaluated using survival analysis.

**RESULTS**

Polymer and device physical properties analysis

**Device dimensions.** Batches containing approximately 10 croutons each were fabricated for each group of antibiotic eluting bone void filler. Each device possessed the approximate: dimensions of 2 mm wide, 2 mm tall, and 6 mm long ±10%, drug load of 5.5 mg/device, and mass of 35 mg ± 5%.18

**Differential scanning calorimetry.** DSC data (not shown) demonstrated phase transitions for the materials used in this work to be similar to those reported in literature—

### TABLE II. Summary of dynamic histomorphometry measurements (value ± SE) for rabbits #102 and 103

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periosteal measures</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>5.35 ± 1.48</td>
<td>19.86 ± 6.14</td>
<td>15.28 ± 2.64</td>
<td>1.90 ± 0.45</td>
<td>21,845.29 ± 7720.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>40.61 ± 10.87</td>
<td>19.50 ± 5.20</td>
<td>50.36 ± 11.07</td>
<td>2.79 ± 0.12</td>
<td>177,459.43 ± 57,854.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Endosteal measures</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>12.46 ± 2.94</td>
<td>9.05 ± 4.53</td>
<td>16.98 ± 3.59</td>
<td>2.54 ± 0.15</td>
<td>23,745.75 ± 1907.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>26.89 ± 5.06</td>
<td>10.67 ± 4.21</td>
<td>32.23 ± 6.78</td>
<td>3.36 ± 0.23</td>
<td>41,738.85 ± 11,034.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both rabbits demonstrated a high rate of bone metabolic activity as shown in the table listed above.
slight variances attributable to differences in molecular weight. Peak melting temperature ranges for PCL and PEG were observed to be 65.8–69.0°C and 62.0–63.6°C, respectively. Known glass transition temperatures for these polymers (that is, PCL \( T_g = 60^\circ\text{C} \) and PEG \( T_g = -34^\circ\text{C} \)) were not detected due to the cooling limitations of the DSC equipment. Nonetheless, no indications of degradation/oxidation of either PCL or PEG during the experiment (maximum \( T = 200^\circ\text{C} \)) were noted. PLGA demonstrated a glass transition temperature range of 42.4 to 44.1°C and a peak melting temperature range of 158 to 173°C. No evidence of PLGA degradation/oxidation was observed during the DSC run up to 325°C.

Compression testing. Compression testing was preformed to ensure that the sterilization process did not deleteriously effect device mechanical properties. Comparisons of sterilized and nonsterilized devices revealed that sterilization had no effect on compressive strength (data not shown).

Antibiotic elution kinetics. All three groups (groups 1–3) were observed to elute the antibiotic, tobramycin, above the measured MBC for up to 7 weeks in vitro [Figure 1(A)]. At 24 h, tobramycin reached peak concentrations of 97.8 ± 6.8 μg/mL, 90.5 ± 19.6 μg/mL, and 96.4 ± 7.7 μg/mL for groups 1 to 3, respectively. At 7 weeks, tobramycin concentrations for all three groups were observed to be 3.8 ± 1.9 μg/mL [Figure 1(B)]. Group 2 devices showed measureable (3.8 μg/mL) tobramycin elution out to 8 weeks. However, no measureable tobramycin release was recorded for any group beyond 9 weeks (Figure 2).

Evaluation of pH revealed no change over the course of the 10-week study. The initial pH of 7.2 was observed with each daily solution exchange throughout the experiment.

Scanning electron microscopy. SEM surface analysis of ABVF devices revealed a glassy, nonporous polymer surface postfabrication in Time “0” samples—regardless of formulation Group [Figure 3(A,E,I)]. After 90 days in PBS, very little surface or bulk device degradation was observed in group 1 devices [Figure 3(D)]. Group 2 showed slightly more degradation than group 1 [Figure 3(H)]. Group 2 degradation was characterized by formation of pits as a result of CaCl₂ solubilization and leaching—numerous pits and polymer "flaking" around these pits was observed throughout the ABVF surfaces. Group 3 exhibited the greatest degree of degradation after 90 days in PBS [Figure 3(L)]. The surface of group 3 was highly eroded, containing numerous cracks and fissures, and revealed exposed ProOsteon inorganic coralline BVF granules.

In vitro analyses

Tobramycin sensitivity. The results of the bacterial sensitivity testing for \( S.\) aureus strain ATCC 49230 revealed a minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of >2 μg/mL and a minimum bactericidal concentration (MBC) of 3 μg/mL. These experimentally determined values were lower than those reported (MIC = 4–8 μg/mL, MBC = 16 μg/mL), but consistently reproduced.
Kirby-Bauer antibiotic susceptibility. Kirby-Bauer testing resulted in the production of measurable ZOIs for up to 8 weeks for Groups 1 and 3 (Figure 4). Group 2 continued to produce measurable ZOIs to 9 weeks [Figure 4(B)]. Average ZOI diameters at the 24-h time point were: 49.6 ± 2.6 mm, 58.7 ± 1.19 mm, and 53.0 ± 2.2 mm for groups 1 to 3, respectively; with group 2 demonstrating statistically greater ($p < 0.05$) inhibition than groups 1 and 3. Average ZOI diameters decreased for all three groups at 48 h and continued to diminish in diameter for the duration of the study. At week 7, diameters of 2.0 ± 2.0 mm, 6.0 ± 2.5 mm, and 1.5 ± 1.5 mm were measured for groups 1 to 3, respectively. No bacterial growth inhibition was observed for group 4 at any time point and none of the other three groups showed inhibition beyond 10 weeks.

FIGURE 3. SEM images comparing the aqueous in vitro degradation of ABVF devices exposed to PBS for up to 90 days, based upon fabrication group (see Table I) and the length of incubation in aqueous milieu. Degradation was more pronounced in group 3 than either of the other two groups.

FIGURE 4. A) Schematic representation of a Kirby-Bauer antimicrobial test. B) A zone of bacterial growth inhibition indicated eluted antibiotic bioactivity against S. aureus growth to 7 weeks for all three groups and up to 9 weeks for Group 2. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Modified Kirby-Bauer antibiotic susceptibility. All groups except group 4 produced measurable ZOIs for 7 weeks in vitro (Figure 5). Average ZOI diameters for the 24-h time point were: 38.7 ± 0.4 mm, 52.8 ± 4.7 mm, and 44.7 ± 1.5 mm for groups 1 to 3, respectively. Statistical difference was confirmed between all three formulations (p < 0.05). At 7 weeks, ZOI diameters of 2.0 ± 1.4 mm, 6.7 ± 2.4 mm, and 7.3 ± 0.5 mm were recorded for groups 1 to 3, respectively. Group 2 produced the longest duration of bacterial growth inhibition, exemplified by the production of measurable ZOIs out to 10 weeks. At 10 weeks, ZOI diameters of 2.7 ± 0.9 mm, 12.5 ± 2.6 mm, and 0 ± 0 mm were measured for groups 1 to 3, respectively. At no time point did the group 4 control produce a ZOI.

Pilot in vivo osteoconductivity assessment

Micro-CT analysis. As compared with the Time "0" image [Figure 6(A)], 12-week micro-CT analysis of group 3 devices revealed newly formed bone bridging the cortical defect—providing restoration of the medullary canal [Figure 6(B)]. In addition, substantial group 3 device degradation was observed. Also observed was the incorporation of the morcelized ProOsteon coralline granule remnants from the group 3 device into the newly formed bone.

BSE image analysis. Following PMMA embedding, the implant-containing region of each radius was divided into four 2-mm thick sections. BSE analysis further substantiated the micro-CT findings for osteoconduction, implant resorption, and integration. New bone was observed to bridge the cortical defect (Figure 7) in three of the four sections prepared for rabbit #102 and all four of the sections for rabbit #103. In the one section that did not exhibit complete bone bridging (#102), a tubular structure, likely a blood vessel, was observed to be running from the endosteal space toward the periosteal surface (figure not shown). ProOsteon was found embedded within the newly formed bone of all sections. The thickness of the ABVF was found to be greatly reduced; with only approximately 0.5 mm of the original 2 mm implant thickness remaining.

MAR analysis. Analysis of bone mineral apposition revealed actively remodeling bone in all samples (Table II), evidenced by the presence of the green fluorescing Calcein in bone (bright regions, Figure 8). Importantly, all sections exhibited accelerated MAR (1.90 ± 0.45–3.36 ± 0.23 μm/day), as

FIGURE 5. Inhibitory Kirby-Bauer ZOI diameters for group 1 to 3 devices are plotted versus time for the Modified Kirby-Bauer analysis. Larger ZOIs correspond to greater antibiotic concentrations. Devices were completely embedded in trypsinase soy agar. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIGURE 6. In vivo Micro-CT image of A) group 3 implants (G) harvested from the radius of a rabbit at time "0." Note the medullary canal was destroyed during the surgical procedure to insert the ABVF device. B) Group 3 ABVF device in the radius of a rabbit after 12 weeks. The destroyed medullary canal was reestablished with new bone (NB) and ProOsteon from the group 3 device was incorporated into the newly formed bone. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
compared with the normal MAR of ~1.3 μm/day for New Zealand white rabbits.31

**Sanderson’s rapid bone stain analysis.** Light microscopy also corroborated the findings of the previous (micro-CT, BSE, MAR) analyses indicating bone bridging and integration of the morselized ProOsteon granules in the newly formed bone [Figure 9(A)]. Notably, fibrous tissue was discontinuous and no fibrous capsule was observed. Additional general observations were suggestive of active bone remodeling, characterized by osteoclastic resorption [Figure 9(B) white circle] coupled with new bone formation (NB), characterized by osteoid (white arrow) and osteoblasts on the surface of the osteoid layer [Figure 9(B)]. Although a mild inflammatory response was observed at the peristeal surface, the endosteal surface was characterized by either (1) no inflammatory response—due to absence of the group 3 device, or (2) a local inflammatory response focused on the remaining, unresorbed, group 3 device fragments [Figure 9(C)]. Bone-site macrophages were largely concentrated around the ProOsteon inorganic granules of the group 3 device remnants [Figure 9(D)].

**DISCUSSION**

Treatment of PJI following total knee arthroplasty continues to challenge clinicians despite advancements in surgical and antimicrobial techniques. Local delivery of antibiotics from degradable combination devices represents potentially promising advantages over current methods utilized to treat these infections.9,15,17,18,20,24,30,32 A previous in vivo study evaluating the group 1 device20 reported that this device did not degrade in situ. Furthermore, the glassy surface of the device provoked a foreign body response resulting in the fibrous encapsulation of the device. This work evaluated three formulations of a resorbable ABVF designed to address the unmet clinical need for a resorbable, osteoconductive, local antibiotic delivery system. Low molecular weight polymer selection was deliberate, as the resorbable implant design is primarily inorganic calcium-based solids where the polymer is used as a binder and degradable encapsulant of the antibiotic drug load for controlled delivery, not as a mechanically robust monolith itself. The device was designed to reduce the risk for recurrent PJI and to restore bone that is lost during surgical debridement in revision total joint replacement procedures.

Following in vitro analysis, one of the three formulations was taken forward to examine the device’s osteoconductivity in vivo. The experimental data produced from this work supported all three hypotheses. Briefly, the three ABVF devices exhibited the ability to elute antibiotic above the
experimentally determined MIC of *S. aureus* for a minimum of 7 weeks. *In vitro* testing identified group 3 devices as the most rapidly degrading of the three groups, and a pilot *in vivo* analysis of the group 3 devices in rabbit tibia cortical bone revealed extensive bone bridging of the cortical defect, restoration of the medullary canal, and accelerated bone mineral apposition.

Degradable polymers, as a component of the combination device, provided a drug release platform that degraded while eluting antibiotic and gradually produced voids to allow for osteogenesis. To further facilitate new bone formation, a synthetic bone void filler was included to provide an osteoconductive matrix. SEM images showed extensive polymer degradation in the group 3 devices *in vitro* (Figure 3). In contrast, group 1 and 2 devices showed little degradation after 90 days in PBS. The degradation observed in group 3 was an important finding, due to the fact that the group 1 device, previously evaluated *in vivo*, failed to degrade and had elicited a foreign body response—resulting in this device being encapsulated in fibrous tissue. Equally important was the fact that polymer binder degradation resulted in the exposure of the osteoconductive bone void filler ceramic material. These results were not entirely surprising, as salt porogens (for example, calcium chloride used here) are known to yield a less dense polymer matrix and facilitate aqueous media infiltration into the bulk matrix to accelerate degradation and dissolution. Furthermore, addition of more rapidly degrading amorphous PLGA compared with more hydrophobic, crystalline PCL also accelerated the observed degradation of group 3 devices (Figure 3).

*In vitro* bacterial challenges demonstrated the proliferative ability of the *S. aureus* strain to rapidly reproduce (4-log increase in 24 h) in the experimental environment. The resorbable, ABVFs (groups 1–3) demonstrated the ability to elute antibiotic at concentrations sufficient to eliminate bacterial challenges in excess of 7 weeks *in vitro* using Kirby-Bauer and a Modified Kirby-Bauer antibiotic susceptibility tests (Figures 4 and 5). These *in vitro* results were corroborated by LC-MS/MS analysis, verifying that antibiotic concentrations in the release media remained above the experimentally determined MBC of 3 μg/mL for 7 weeks for groups 1 and 3 and 8 weeks for group 2 (Figure 1(A)).

The antibiotic release profile revealed a maximum tobramycin elution of 97.8 μg/mL (group 1) during the first 24 h [Figure 1(A)]. After 48 h the antibiotic concentration fell to ~20 μg/mL and gradually declined to where it plateaued, above the experimentally determined MBC, at >3.7 μg/mL for the 7 (groups 1 & 3) to 8 (group 2) weeks. Discrete bursts, as observed during the first 24 h, are believed to be beneficial for prophylactic therapy and are able to facilitate eradication of bacteria left behind after debridement in revision procedures. Furthermore, it has been shown that

---

**FIGURE 9.** Resorbed antibiotic eluting BVF found incorporated within the new rabbit tibial cortical bone. P = ProOsteon granules from bone void filler, NB = new bone; G = group 3 ABVF device shown to be incorporated into new bone. B) The general appearance of the host bone characterized by osteoclastic resorption (white circle), osteoid (white arrow), and osteoblasts (residing on top of the osteoid layer). C) Arrows illustrate inflammatory response accelerating the rate of device degradation in the endosteal space and the apparent osteoclast resorption of ProOsteon granules. D) Local inflammatory response largely localized around the ProOsteon inorganic coralline granules. All images shown at 20x magnification. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
tobramycin concentrations below 5 mg/mL do not have a significant impact osteoblast viability or proliferative rate. Group 3 ABVF devices displayed remarkable osteoconductivity and new bone formation (Figure 8), as well as favorable degradation (Figure 9) after 12 weeks in vivo. Micro-CT, BSE, and light microscopy all showed bridging of the cortical defect with newly formed bone. ProOsteon® 500R was incorporated into the newly formed bone in a fashion similar to that observed previously where ProOsteon 200R was coupled with Osteogenic Protein-1 to achieve significant bone apposition, comparable to allograft, within a surgically created defect in a Labrador femoral condyle model. These study findings were also supported by the results of others who used PDLA-CaCO₃ sleeves to repair 2.5 to 3.0 cm mid-diaphyseal defects in the middle third of the Yucatan minipig radius, where the sleeve served as a structural scaffold for bone regeneration and ultimately enhanced bone healing.

Although these outcomes show promise, this study was not without limitations. To achieve statistically relevant data, numbers of rabbits will need to be increased from this pilot two to seven (97% confidence) per group. Additionally, the bactericidal efficacy of the ABVF device will also need to be tested in vivo to ensure that the device possesses both osteoconductive and antimicrobial properties in the infected rabbit implant model and more relevant implant revision model. Finally, evaluation of the device in cancellous bone and an animal model that more closely resembles the human weight and bone remodeling rate will provide more accurate indications of the device’s ability to reduce rates of PJI while restoring bone lost to debridement in current revision total joint replacement procedures.

CONCLUSIONS

These studies demonstrate the in vitro bactericidal activity and resorbability of the three groups of antibiotic-eluting bone void filler devices, as well as their in vivo osteoconductivity in a rabbit model implant. In vitro studies demonstrate the ability of these devices to eliminate S. aureus bacterial challenges up to 5 × 10⁶ CFU/mL and showed significant degradation (group 3 devices) after 10 weeks in PBS solution. Group 3 devices demonstrated the most desirable resorptive properties and drug elution kinetics of the three groups and were taken forward for in vivo testing in the rabbit radius. The in vivo osteoconductivity challenge utilizing group 3 devices demonstrated extensive new bone formation after 12 weeks. Evaluation of the periprothetic host tissue revealed an increased bone mineral apposition rate when compared with the average of 1.3 μm/day. This finding was both advantageous and indicative of the fact that bone formation was not adversely affected by local, extended release of tobramycin. In future studies, group sizes will be increased to ensure the generation of statistically significant data. Additionally, the ABVF device will be challenged in a sheep femoral condyle implant model to better approximate the weight and bone remodeling rate of humans.
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